OUR HISTORY
Created originally in the 1970s, MINISIS technology was designed to promote innovation and
social responsibility. Since 1972, MINISIS technology has continued to expand and be promulgated
throughout the world, and has cemented itself
as one of the world’s most complete and certified archives, museum, and library software systems. Bravely socially entrepreneurial in a world
concerned about profits, MINISIS Inc. is unique,
and maybe you owe it to your institution to think
outside of the box? Work with us to make history
together in information technology!
The Lions or the “Two Sisters”
Vancouver’s iconic scenery
that serves as a reminder to
our staff and clients to think
outside the box and aim high!

MINISIS Inc. Offices
MINISIS Inc. has staff in offices around the world
including Port of Spain, Toronto, Tunis, and Michigan, with Official Headquarters in Vancouver, BC.
Suite 950 – Royal Centre
1055 West Georgia St.
P.O. Box 11142
Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3P3
Phone: 1-604-255-4366
Toll-Free: 1-877-255-4399
Fax: 1-604-255-4367
E-mail: info@minisisinc.com

MINISIS clients include thousands of users
from over 40 countries from multinationals,
governments, NGOs, and Not for Profits to
academic institutions.
A random sampling of our clients include:

Celebrating 50 th Year of
Innovation in Technology

• Governmental Holdings: Library and Archives Canada, London Metropolitan Archives (UK), Truth and Reconciliation Commission
• Private Collections: The Historic New Orleans Collection
• Provincial and State Archives: Ontario, Manitoba,
Yukon, Alaska, State Historical Society of Iowa
• Financial: TD Bank Archives, Central Bank of Tunisia
• Cultural: Historic New England, Rhode Island, New
Hampshire, Ontario Heritage Trust, International
Court of Justice
• Municipal: City of Ottawa, City of Surrey, City of London (UK), Glengarry, King County, Perth County
• Universities: Western, uOttawa, Manitoba,
Philadelphia, Canterbury, Otago, Berzeit, Petra

MINISIS Integrated Archives,
Museum, and Library System

Proudly supported the National Centre for
Truth and Reconciliation | www.nctr.ca

www.minisisinc.com

MINISIS MINT — MAKING DATABASE TECHNOLOGY EASY, AFFORDABLE, AND RELIABLE…
WHAT IS MINT?

WHO IS MINT SUITED FOR?

WHY MINT?

It is a commonly held assumption that archival, bibliographic, and curatorial items cannot be accessioned
nor cataloged in the same application without
sacrificing the unique standards followed by each
discipline. That assumption has now been shattered
with the advent of the practical, easy-to-use, and
multi-faceted MINT application. While a museum
tries to catalogue individual objects in detail, archives
describe their holdings in terms of groups or series.
Libraries on the other hand, although they do perform
detailed book cataloging, may need to conform to the
bibliographic standard known as MARC. How can one
application integrate these three collections? The answer is MINT.
Via the registration module, archival, bibliographic,
and curatorial objects/items can be accessioned together. Our unique data push mechanism will transport
the item or group details to M3 (MINISIS Management
for Museums), M2L (MINISIS Management for Libraries), or M2A (MINISIS Management for Archives) if it
is “museological”, curatorial, bibliographic material,
or archival respectively. Once the data is pushed into
M3, M2A, and M2L, the objects, books, or manuscripts
can then be cataloged according to nearly any museum
documentation association’s standard, RAD (DACS/
EAD and ISAD-G archival documentation standard) or
MARC (or MIBUS international bibliographic standards)
or any standard truly. The skeleton records are pushed
down automatically as determined by the key field,
“Descriptive Focus”. The choice at the time of accession will determine where the object/item/book or
data will be stored. With MINT clients can access and
link records across the domains as wanted.

Since 2003 MINISIS has focused on making MINT an ideal
solution for:

MINT is the “total package” able to serve diverse
needs, collections, and materials all housed under one
roof. The key aspects that enable MINT to serve as the

Visit us online to learn more about what
our software can do for you!

www.minisisinc.com

• Cross-cultural applications (museums, archives, libraries)
• Archives

definitive leader in cross-cultural assets are:

• Museums

• All in one application for organizations that have
archives, library, and museum collections

• Specialized, research / reference, academic, and
public libraries

• Ability to describe all records according to their own
unique standards
• 100% Customizable
• Dynamic cross-asset integrated “Union” searching via
the Internet. Ensures the public can find anything at
any time regardless of collection type, (eg: “archives”,
“bibliographic”, or “museum”)
• Easy to use and expandable
• Oldest and most proven cross-cultural application
• Most cost effective IT software and
services costs
• Only CHIN accredited cross-cultural
asset management application

WHEN IS IT TIME TO GET MINT?

Sample MINT Data Entry Screens ©MINISIS Inc.

Anytime is a good time to secure your copy of MINT.
If your organization is struggling with your existing
vendor, unsure of the future, worried about mergers,
or frustrated with lack of support, then maybe now is
the time. Together we can combine your subject matter
expertise with MINISIS technology to create a sustainable, successful, and cost effective solution.
MINT is one of the oldest and most progressive
cross-cultural asset management software programs
available today. Be it the old version or the newest
release, MINISIS technology will help you tackle your
issues and be an example of spending wisely and maximizing all budgets of time, resources and money. If
you have been looking for an easy to use, cost effective, and well supported solution, then maybe it is your
time to join the MINISIS international user community.

